
 

Marketing Intensive Program - Syllabus 

Welcome to the Roadmap Writers Marketing Intensive! In this syllabus, you will 

find session dates & times, join links, assignments, and other instructions. 
 

 

Sunday Webinars - Sundays @ 4:00pm - 5:30pm PT  
Moderator: Briana Hansen (Roadmap’s Director of Writer Outreach) 

Contact: briana@roadmapwriters.com 

JOIN LINK: will be sent individually the day prior to each Webinar 
 

 

Private Strategy Calls - Sunday 6/2 @ 2:00pm - 3:30pm PT 
Hosted by: Briana Hansen (Roadmap’s Director of Writer Outreach) 

Contact: briana@roadmapwriters.com 
JOIN LINK: https://zoom.us/j/865792679 

 

ASSIGNMENT: Submit a one-pager directly to Briana including a bio, loglines, any traction 
you've gotten so far, and any questions you know you have about where to go from here. 
 

Below are your time slots. Please note you will be held in a Waiting Room until your turn: 
 

● 2:00pm - Marc Messenger 
● 2:15pm - Susan Sassi 
● 2:30pm - Brandi Centeno 
● 2:45pm - John Holowach 
● 3:00pm -  

 
 

Loglines & Tonal Comps - Tuesday 6/4 @ 7:00pm - 9:00pm PT 
Hosted by: Michael Poisson (Writer/Producer - ROBOT CHICKEN, Netflix’s RAISING DION) 

Contact: poissonroadmap@gmail.com 
JOIN LINK: https://zoom.us/j/856581362 

 

You got the basics of your Logline & Tonal Comps down in the Pitch Prep Program, but now 
it's time to really make sure that logline pops & that your tonal comps are effective. 
 

ASSIGNMENT: You may submit the info for 1-2 projects. 
**Please send directly to Mike at least 48 hrs. prior to the session.  

● Title / Format (TV or Feature) / Genre / Logline 
● As many comparable projects as you can think of. Please let him know what about 

each project you list that you are comparing (i.e. the setting of THREE BILLBOARDS 
OUTSIDE EBBING MISSOURI, the societal struggle backdrop of SELMA, etc..) 

● Basically, if you went through the Pitch Prep Program, send him your 2-pg. Written 
Pitch for 1-2 projects + as many comps as you can think of (and why). 
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ABOUT MIKE: Michael Poisson is a producer and screenwriter who is currently staffed on 
Adult Swim's ROBOT CHICKEN. He was previously staffed on Netflix's RAISING DION and 
recently attached Red Hour (Ben Stiller's company) to one of his pilots. He has served as a 
producer and Creative Director for Silent Machine Entertainment (Krysten Ritter's 
company), where he oversaw the creation, development, and pitching of various television 
projects including single cam/multi-cam comedies, and dramas. He recently finished 
shooting THE DEMONS OF DORIAN GUNN in New York for the Pop network, where he 
worked as Co-Executive Producer on the pilot. Michael has also had a pilot in development 
with DarkFire Television (Ryan Reynolds’ company), as well as a graphic novel published 
by Fanboy Comics: www.thearcscomic.com. His writing has placed in various competitions 
including the Austin Film Festival and TVWriter.com. Michael has also previously served as 
a writer's assistant on the Fullscreen/Audience Network series CASSANDRA FRENCH'S 
FINISHING SCHOOL FOR BOYS. 

 
 

Written/Verbal Combo - Thursday 6/6 @ 6:00pm - 8:00pm PT 
Hosted by: Janet Jeffries (Development Executive, Lawrence Bender Productions) 

Contact: janetroadmap@gmail.com 
JOIN LINK: https://zoom.us/j/351089847 

 

ASSIGNMENT: Please submit your 1-2 pg. written pitch for ONE project directly to Janet at 
least 48 hrs. prior to the session. 
 

FORMAT: During the session, you will take turns briefly verbally pitching your brand as a 
writer and discussing strengths and areas of improvement specific to your written pitch. 
Learn from the feedback given to you and the feedback given to your peers. 

 

ABOUT JANET: Janet Jeffries has been an executive for Lawrence Bender Productions for 
12+ years working in both features and television. LBP is an independent feature film 
company in Los Angeles, working with several independent financiers and sales companies. 
LBP executive produced and co-financed the feature HACKSAW RIDGE, and has two films 
upcoming for next year - FONZO with Tom Hardy and THE WIDOW directed by Neal 
Jordan. Bender/Brown is LBP's television company. Credits include Netflix limited series 
SEVEN SECONDS, Starz limited series FLESH AND BONE, and the upcoming CW series 
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO. Janet also is an adjunct professor for the MFA in Screenwriting 
program at National University. Lawrence Bender has produced projects like GOOD WILL 
HUNTING, PULP FICTION, INGLOURIOUS BASTERDS, HACKSAW RIDGE, Netflix's SEVEN 
SECONDS and the upcoming Elton John biopic with Paramount. 
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Researching Target Homes - Tuesday 6/11 @ 7:00pm - 8:00pm PT 
Hosted by: Michael Onofri (Development Executive, LD Entertainment) 

JOIN LINK: https://zoom.us/j/195919839 
 

FORMAT: Knowing how to pitch is just half the battle - now it's time for some tools & tricks 
for figuring out who to pitch your projects to! The art of researching target homes is luckily 
one that can be taught - in this session, Michael will walk you through the process of 
researching target homes for your project on the internet. 
 

ABOUT MICHAEL: Michael Onofri has been with financier/production company LD 
Entertainment for three years as a Creative Executive working on such films as RISEN, 
MEGAN LEAVEY and FOREVER MY GIRL. LD's other credits include JACKIE, THE 
ZOOKEEPER'S WIFE, KILLER JOE, THE GREY,  BIUTIFUL, FOREVER MY GIRL, I CAN ONLY 
IMAGINE (which just grossed over $80MM at the box office), and the upcoming JACOB'S 
LADDER reimagination. Michael holds a B.A. in Theatre from DeSales University and has 
completed the UCLA Professional Writing Program. 

 
Combs’ Corner - Wednesday 6/12 @ 5:00pm - 6:00pm PT 

Hosted by: Brandon Combs (Roadmap’s Creative Director) 
Contact: brandon@roadmapwriters.com 

JOIN LINK: https://zoom.us/j/349833463 
 

In each exciting episode of Combs' Corner, Brandon cuts through industry BS and gets to 
the heart and soul of what being a screenwriter is all about. Meant to be an inspirational 
and insightful dialogue among fellow writers, Brandon leads discussions, presents 
inspiring videos and constructs creative exercises to aid screenwriters on their writing 
journey. Combs' Corner gives a behind the scenes account of the triumphs, trials, and 
tribulations of being a professional writer. 

 

Writer Bios - Thursday 6/13 @ 6:00pm - 8:00pm PT 
Hosted by: Joey Tuccio (CEO, Roadmap Writers) 

Contact: joey@roadmapwriters.com 
JOIN LINK: https://zoom.us/j/572610601 

 

ASSIGNMENT: For this assignment, please send in a 1 paragraph bio written in the 3rd 
person. Your bio should include: where you're from, your brand, accolades/awards in the 
past 5 years, any experience that directly ties into your brand (i.e. working in the medical 
field and you have a couple of projects set in a hospital), anything that you consider unique 
about you as a human and writer.  
In the Top Tier Program, we give writers the tools to properly research target homes that 
are right for their projects. We also put together an email to send out to execs and part of 
that email includes the writer's bio. This is a snapshot of who the writer is and what makes 
that writer unique.  
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Mastering Chit-Chat - Thursday 6/20 @ 6:00pm - 8:00pm PT 
Hosted by: Jake Detharidge (Producer, The Offices of…)  

JOIN LINK: https://zoom.us/j/977180772 
 

Mastering the art of small talk or "chit-chat" before & after your pitch delivery is a key 
aspect to help writers stand out from the pack and leave a memorable impression. During 
this session, John will give a short lecture on the art of chit-chat and then hold a mock 
elevator pitch roundtable, focusing on the before-and-after chit-chat with each writer. 
 

ABOUT JAKE: Jake Detharidge is an established feature film and television executive 
specializing in development, packaging, marketing, distribution, acquisitions and 
production. As of 2019, Jake is spearheading a new independent production company, The 
Offices of… currently working on several non-scripted and scripted television and feature 
film projects. Recently, Jake served as Vice President for film finance and production house 
Drive Films, and successfully launched the L.A offices for partners Kyle Mann and Michael 
Risley. He developed and packaged multiple original film and television projects, and 
established Drive’s L.A footprint.  

Jake began his career at Marty Katz Productions as a development intern, transition next to 
the then newly formed WME. At WME, Jake became the head story analyst in the story 
department, overseeing the entire literary catalog for the agency as well as all coverage and 
submissions. During this period, he began working with Eric Reid in the Film/TV Rights 
department and eventually oversaw all property and IP rights for the Beverly Hills office. 
Jake also worked for and helped establish the physical production department in January 
2012 under newly hired department head Devin Mann.  

After WME, Jake moved on to run development for director Luke Greenfield (Let’s be Cops, 
Something Borrowed, Role Models, The Girl Next Door, The Animal) and WideAwake Inc. 
Here, Jake helped Luke develop his slate of studio feature projects including the 20th 
Century Fox hit Let’s Be Cops. Jake also worked on the ABC pilot  Prairie Dogs with Luke and 
multiple other TV projects.  

Seeing the paradigm shift in the industry towards independent equity financing, Jake 
moved on to the emerging 3311 Productions, founded by Mark Roberts and Ross Jacobson. 
During his early years at 3311 Jake helped the post-production delivery and eventual sale 
of the company’s initial projects, Lake Bell’s In A World, and Michael Polish’s Big Sur, 
working with company CFO Sheldon Rabinowitz. As the company began to grow, Jake was 
promoted to run feature film development, packaging and acquisitions while also helping 
run production alongside Production Head Jennifer P. Dana. Jake worked with the 3311 
team to put together a slate of features in various stages of development and post, with 
more on the way, including Henry The Second, Table 19, Soulmates, Sympathy for The Devil, 
Dempsey, Hemingway Boy, Mr. Right, Ad Inexplorata, and In A Word, Big Sur.  

Jake also helped run scripted TV development for 3311’s sister company, Giant Pirates Ent., 
and helped president Troy Searer form a partnership with Kevin Spacey and Dana 
Brunetti’s Trigger Street Productions (House of Cards, 50 Shades of Gray, Captain Phillips, 
The Social Network, 21) to develop, package and sell scripted TV content. In the time that 
Jake was involved with the partnership, the companies sold five scripted projects to 
networks/buyers such as; Spike, History Channel, MGM and Lifetime.  
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Opening Pages Analysis - Wednesday 6/26 @ 6:30pm - 7:30pm PT 
Hosted by: Joey Tuccio (Roadmap’s CEO) 

Contact: joey@roadmapwriters.com 
JOIN LINK: https://zoom.us/j/144493212 

 
Joey will give several volunteer writers specific feedback on their opening 3 pages. The 
pages will be shared on screen with the rest of the group so everybody can learn from the 
feedback. The Opening Page Analysis will start with a lecture on some of the immediate 
reasons an executive might pass on your work… and you might not even know you're doing 
one of these things! Remember, most execs won't read past page 5 if they aren't hooked 
from the start. 

 
 

Verbal Pitch Roundtable (Scenarios) - Thurs 6/27 @ 6:00pm - 8:00pm PT 
Hosted by: TBD 

JOIN LINK: https://zoom.us/j/335531247 
 

You will deliver your verbal pitch & your host will take on a different exec "personality" for 
each pitch to help give you the skills to handle any type! Following the pitches, we will open 
it up to Q&A, so start thinking of some questions! 
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